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Abstract: B2C (business to customer) platforms like JD.com and Suning.com often cooperate with
professional recycling companies, and implement recycling programs and trade-in programs simul-
taneously, especially for electronic products. The former means that platforms recycle old products
from customers with cash, whereas the latter means that platforms allow customers to trade in old
products for new ones. Under this background, we discuss how to develop the optimal rebate strategy
for B2C platforms based on the market recovery price of old products, and give the optimal rebate
prices and feasible conditions of single-rebate, dual-rebate, and none-rebate strategies. The results
show that the single-recycling rebate strategy is dominant when the residual value of old products
is low, and when the residual value of old products is high, platforms should choose in turn the
single-trade-in rebate strategy, dual-rebate strategy, single-recycling rebate strategy, and non-rebate
strategy with the increase in the cost of new products. In order to obtain higher profits, B2C platforms
should provide appropriate rebates to better coordinate the recycling program and the trade-in
program on the basis of the market recovery price, the residual value, and the durability of old
products as well as the cost, the selling price, and the upgrade range of new products.

Keywords: trade-ins; recycling rebate; B2C platforms; collaborative rebate

1. Introduction

In order to encourage customers who are still using old products to buy upgraded
new products, B2C (business-to-customer) platforms often implement trade-in programs.
At the same time, they offer recycling programs to customers under the pressure from
environmental regulations, from which they could make profits. For example, JD.com sells
new smartphones by leading Huawei, Apple, and Samsung through the trade-in program
and also recycles relevant old smartphones. Through numerical experiments, Xiao and
Zhou [1] found that the implementation of the trade-in program and the recycling program
simultaneously is more favorable to an enterprise.

Two ways are available on B2C platforms to those customers holding old products
to acquire the value of old products: One is to sell them for cash only via the recycling
program, and the other to exchange them for upgraded new products via the trade-in
program at a preferential price. Certainly, customers can choose to keep using their old
products, but when they decide to sell them, old products can either be recycled or traded
in for new ones, that is, they cannot enjoy both benefits. Smartphone recycling is an
example. The recycling process is as follows: Customers have their old products evaluated
online and then submit an order for recycling on the platform before a recycling collector
comes to pick up the items. Only after old products are tested do they get the money.
The difference between the trade-in process and the recycling process lies in that customers
could purchase the new product at a discount price after deducting the recycling price
according to the online evaluation result.
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Considering the complexity of recycling, most B2C platforms cooperate with profes-
sional recycling companies. Especially when testing and evaluation of old products are
involved, the recycling business is usually outsourced by B2C platforms to recycling com-
panies. For example, JD.com and Suning.com have developed strategic cooperation with
Aihuishou and Tcbang recycling companies, respectively. Under this cooperative mode,
the market recovery price of old products is determined by recycling companies according
to such factors as the old product status and the second-hand market, which constitutes an
exogenous variable to B2C platforms.

Based on the market recovery price decided by recycling companies, B2C platforms
can decide on their own whether or not to offer customers additional rebates. For example,
on 14 January, 2021, JD.com offered a rebate of CNY 40 through the recycling program for
old Huawei P20 phones if the recovery price is over CNY 500, but if customers choose to
purchase the new Huawei Mate 40 through the trade-in program, they can get a rebate of
CNY 50 for the same old phones. When the recovery price of old Huawei P20 phones is
between CNY 300 and 500, customers can still get a recycling rebate of CNY 25; however,
they get no trade-in rebates even if they buy new Huawei Mate 40. If the recovery price
is less than CNY 300, customers can get no additional rebates either for trade-ins or for
recycling. In fact, platforms usually do not offer any rebates when the recycling value of
old products is very low. Therefore, B2C platforms can choose to provide single-recycling
rebates to encourage customers to sell their old products, to provide single-trade-in rebates
to stimulate sales of new product, and to provide dual rebates to maximize the total
revenue from the two programs. Of course, B2C platforms could choose not to offer
additional rebates.

Based on the above realistic background, we propose the following three research problems:
(1) On the basis of the exogenous market recovery price of old products, how do

B2C platforms choose the optimal collaborative rebate strategy when considering the
implementation of the recycling program and the trade-in program simultaneously? Non-
rebate, single rebate, or dual rebate?

(2) How do B2C platforms set the optimal rebate price? What are the feasible condi-
tions for each rebate strategy?

(3) How do the relevant parameters of old products and new products affect the
rebate strategies?

Although more and more customers tend to sell their old products or buy new prod-
ucts through trade-ins on B2C platforms, only a few studies taking B2C platforms as the
research object have been conducted. And as of now, no literature has been found that
considers both the recycling program and the trade-in program as well as the operation
characteristics of both programs on B2C platforms. The primary purpose of this paper is
to fill this gap. We take comprehensive B2C platforms such as JD.com and Suning.com
as our research object. Compared to ordinary enterprises, B2C platforms are different in
two ways. On the one hand, other than manufacturers and ordinary retailers who serve as
the only decision-making body on the recovery price of old products, B2C platforms give
that decision right to their partners, i.e., professional recycling companies, and only decide
whether or not to provide customers with additional rebates based on the recovery price of
old products. On the other hand, customers may use the rebates released to their virtual
accounts to buy other products on the platforms, which results in cross-selling benefits.
Besides, the selling price of new updated products is often the market uniform price set by
manufacturers. Based on those factors and consumer utility theory, we build a theoretical
model and discuss the four different strategies that B2C platforms might adopt and the
feasible conditions of each strategy, that is, how B2C platforms choose the most favorable
collaborative rebate strategy according to the residual value of old products and the prof-
itability of new products. In the extended discussion, we examine the changes of platforms’
rebate strategies when the market recovery price is very high and zero, and analyze the
influences of cross-selling on collaborative rebate strategies. We obtain some findings
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and managerial implications that can be referential for B2C platforms to coordinate the
recycling and trade-in programs.

The rest of this paper is outlined as follows. We review the related literature in Section 2.
In Section 3, we introduce the model setting and discuss the behavioral choices of customers
in the face of the recycling program and the trade-in program, and get the profit functions
of B2C platforms. We then study the optimal rebate strategies of B2C platforms and analyze
the influences of the relevant parameters in Section 4, and give some extended discussions
on the model in Section 5. Finally, we draw the conclusions in Section 6. All the proofs of
our paper are shown in the Appendix A.

2. Literature Review

Our paper is closely related to the literature on the recycling of old products and trade-
ins. Abundant research has been conducted on recycling old products, which involves the
channels of recycling [2–4], disposing of old products [5,6], governmental regulations [7–9],
and so on. Under the government’s recycling regulations, the recycling of old products
through proper recycling channels and refurbishment or remanufacturing old products are
not only profit-making to enterprises, but also have good social value and environmental
benefits. Some scholars have conducted extensive research on trade-ins by consider-
ing various factors, such as closed-loop supply chain [10,11], remanufacturing [12,13],
dual-channels [14], secondary market [15], rollover [16,17], customer behavior [18,19],
etc. Different from the recycling program, the trade-in program dovetails the recycling
end with the selling end, which can serve as a tool to reduce the negative impact of the
lemon problem [20], in addition to implementing price discrimination conveniently and
stimulating the sale of new products [21].

With the progress of information technology and the popularization of the Internet,
more and more transactions of recycling and trade-ins are transferred to online channels.
Wang et al. [22] studied the impact of green information on customers’ willingness to
recycle old products online through two experiments. Miao et al. [23] studied the online-to-
offline recycling mode based on the classification process of old products, which integrates
the upstream and downstream resource on network platforms and improves the efficiency
of recycling. Cao et al. [24] took B2C platforms as their research object, considered self-run
stores of platforms and third-party stores simultaneously, and comparatively investigated
the advantages and disadvantages of the two different trade-in rebates, i.e., gift cards
that can only be used in self-run stores and cash coupons that can be used in both stores.
Cao et al. [25] considered the cases in which gift cards might expire or be discarded by
customers, and gave the boundary conditions under which B2C platforms choose between
cash payment and gift card payment as the trade-in rebate.

To sum up, the literature on the recycling of old products does not consider trade-ins,
and the recycling of old products is not taken into consideration in the literature on trade-
ins, either. The practice of considering recycling and trade-ins simultaneously on such
comprehensive platforms as JD.com and Suning.com is very common now. However, it is
rare to find studies concerning the combination of recycling and trade-ins. To the best of our
knowledge, the only relevant paper was published by Xiao and Zhou [1]. They considered
the choice behavior of the customers who aim to maximize the value of their old products,
that is, trade in for cash or trade in for an upgrade, and took into account the situations of
whether newly arrived customers buy new products or refurbished products. Meanwhile,
they discussed an enterprise’s optimal pricing when both the recycling program and the
trade-in program are offered to customers. The following three aspects differentiate our
paper from the existing literature, and from Xiao and Zhou [1] in particular.

(1) The decision-making bodies: We focus on B2C platforms and consider the features
of B2C platforms implementing recycling and trade-in programs, which include not only
the pricing mechanism and the strategy profile, but also the cross-selling benefits when
customers use rebates for consumption again on the platforms that are covered in the
extended discussion. Cao et al. [24] and Cao et al. [25] considered the features of the sales
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models and the trade-in rebate forms on B2C platforms without referring to the recycling
issue. Xiao and Zhou [1] did not use B2C platforms as their research object.

(2) The pricing mechanism: Our paper takes the realistic cooperation between B2C
platforms and recycling companies into account and goes into detail about the structure of
old product prices and the pricing mechanism. For B2C platforms, the market recovery
price of old products is an exogenous variable determined by recycling companies, who can
only decide upon the range of rebates based on the market recovery price. As far as
customers are concerned, the value of old products is made up of the market recovery
price and the extra rebate offered by platforms. Such a pricing mechanism is more in
line with the practical operation of B2C platforms. In the existing literature either on
recycling or on trade-ins, the recovery price of old products is determined by the only
decision-making body, i.e., retailers, manufacturers, or recycling companies. Under the
implementation of recycling and trade-ins simultaneously, Xiao and Zhou [1] still held
that both rebates of old products in the recycling program and the trade-in program are
decided by a single enterprise.

(3) The strategy profile: Xiao and Zhou [1] gave optimal pricing when enterprises
offered both recycling and trade-in programs. In regards to whether enterprises should
implement either the recycling program or the trade-in program or both programs simulta-
neously, they did not make any strict derivation or detailed analysis through a theoretical
model. Instead, after setting the relevant parameters just according to the data from the
company Apple, they came to the single conclusion through numerical experiments that
the simultaneous implementation of both programs is always more favorable than im-
plementing one program alone. In reality, however, B2C platforms are faced with more
complicated strategy choices due to the differences in the pricing mechanism. Based on
the exogenous recovery price of old products, we give through theoretical derivation the
feasible conditions of the single-recycling rebate strategy, single trade-in rebate strategy,
dual-rebate strategy, and non-rebate strategy of B2C platforms. By detailing the strategy
choices when B2C platforms adopt both recycling and trade-in programs, we can provide
platforms with richer decision-making references.

3. The Model

A comprehensive B2C platform that sells products of various categories and brands
and also recycles old products was taken as the object of our study. The recovery price
is determined by a cooperative recycling company and considers the market recovery
price. When submitting an order for recycling, customers report truthfully the status of
their old products and obtain a real-time market recovery price. It is assumed that the
evaluated price of old products given online is in accord with the price upon actual testing.
The relevant notations are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Notations.

Notation Description

pi
j

Platform’s optimal rebate price with i standing for different rebate
strategies, and j = r, t for the recycling program and trade-in

program, respectively
pc Market recovery price of old products
s Residual value of old products for the platform
δ Durability of old products
p Unified retail price of new products
c Unit cost of new products for the platform
θ Upgrade range of new products
v Customers’ willingness to pay for the quality of products
πi Platform’s profit with i standing for different rebate strategies

The platform is now selling an upgraded product, for example, an upgrade of the
same series of phones or computers. The quality of new product is 1 + θ, and θ > 0
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stands for the upgraded range of the product, i.e., the improvement in its performance.
The new product price p is the unified retail price on the Internet determined by the
manufacturer and the wholesale cost for the platform is c. Assuming that the durability
of the previous generation of the product is δ < 1, and the recovery price is pc, pc < δ to
ensure the economical concern about recycling old products for the relevant enterprises.
The platform’s rebates for recycling and trade-ins are represented by pr ≥ 0 and pt ≥ 0,
respectively, which refer to the additional rebates offered by the platform, excluding the
market recovery price of the old product.

Since our paper aims to discuss the rebate strategies in the case of recycling and
trade-ins, we only studied all customers who held old products without considering
newly arrived customers. It is obvious that newly arrived customers do not have any
direct impacts on the platform’s rebate strategies concerning old products. Ciao et al. [24]
also just considered those customers holding old products. Without loss of generality,
we normalized the potential market size as “1.” Customers’ willingness to pay (hereinafter
referred to as WTP) for the quality of products v is uniformly distributed over [0, 1].
The utilities of the customers’ choices of participating in recycling programs and trade-in
programs and keeping old products are respectively as follows:

Ur = pc + pr

Ut = (1 + θ)v− p + pc + pt

Uk = δv

when Ur ≥ Uk, i.e., v ≤ pc+pr
δ , vr, customers’ choice of recycling is better than that of

keeping old products; when Ut ≥ Uk, i.e., v ≥ p−pc−pt
1+θ−δ , vt, it is better for customers to

choose trade-ins than to retain their old products. If vr ≤ vt, the customers with WTP on
[0, vr] choose to have their old products recycled, whereas the customers with WTP on
[vr, vt] choose to keep their old products and the customers with WTP on [vt, 1] choose to
trade in old products for new ones. If vr > vt, the utilities of recycling and of trade-ins
for the customers whose WTP is within the range of [vt, vr] are both greater than those of
retaining old products. From Ut ≥ Ur, we get v ≥ p−pt+pr

1+θ , vtr. Therefore, the customers
with WTP on [0, vtr] choose recycling and the others choose trade-ins. The customers’
choice behavior in the above two situations is shown in Figure 1.
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The B2C platform’s decision variables are pr and pt, i.e., the platform chooses appro-
priate rebates for both recycling and trade-ins to maximize its revenue. If the platform
does not offer any extra rebate, it means that the platform recycles old products at the
market recovery price and does not implement the trade-in program. Now customers who
want to purchase the upgraded products have to get their rebates through the recycling
program first, that is, the trade-in process is done upon completion of the recycling process.
Obviously, pr and pt are both 0, vr = pc

δ , and vt =
p−pc

1+θ−δ . In addition, pc
δ < p−pc

1+θ−δ , i.e.,
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pc <
δp

1+θ , which means there are some customers who choose to keep their old products
at the market recovery price, which is consistent with most situations. The platform’s
decision analysis meets the above condition in the subsequent part, and we further analyze
the situation when pc ≥ δp

1+θ in the extended discussion.
Under the platform’s rebate strategy, when vr ≤ vt, that is, some customers might still

be willing to use their old products, the platform’s profit function is:

π = (p− c + s− pc − pt)(1− vt) + (s− pc − pr)vr (1)

s.t. pr ≥ 0 (2)

pt ≥ pr (3)

vr ≤ vt (4)

On the right side of Profit Function (1), the first item refers to the profits from the trade-
in program and the second item is the profits from the recycling program. Constraint (2)
means that the recycling rebate is nonnegative, and the equal sign means no rebate is
offered for recycling. Constraint (3) means the rebate for trade-ins is not less than that for
recycling. This is because customers can bypass the trade-in program by getting the rebate
money by recycling old products first and then buying news ones if the trade-in rebate is
less than the recycling rebate, which makes the implementation of the trade-in program
meaningless. In consequence, it is deemed that the trade-in program is not implemented
when the two rebates are equal to each other. Constraint (4) means that some customers
might refuse both recycling and trade-ins, as shown in (a) of Figure 1. The equal sign
indicates that the platform exactly recycles all the old products under the implementation
of both programs.

When vr > vt, all the old products are recycled in two ways, as shown in (b) of
Figure 1. In order to get the profit function, Lemma 1 is given below.

Lemma 1. When vr > vt, pr = 0.

Lemma 1 shows that when the platform wants to encourage those customers who are
only willing to have their old products recycled originally to buy new products through
the trade-in program, offering zero recycling rebate minimizes the cost of trade-ins. At this
point, the customers with WTP in [vt, vr] choose a more favorable way between recycling
and trade-ins so as to maximize their utilities, and the recycling demand is partly can-
nibalized by the trade-in demand. As pr = 0, vr = pc

δ , vt = p−pc−pt
1+θ−δ , and vtr = p−pt

1+θ .
The platform’s profit function is as follows:

π = (p− c + s− pc − pt)(1− vtr) + (s− pc)vtr (5)

s.t. pt > 0 (6)

vr ≥ vt (7)

Constraints (6) and (7) indicate that only when the rebate for trade-ins is strictly
greater than zero do some customers who originally choose recycling switch to trade-
ins. Different from the condition vr > vt in Lemma 1, we considered the case vr = vt
here, which means all the old products are exactly recycled due to the trade-in rebate.
By combining the situations in which Constraints (4) and (7) take equal signs, we could
derive complete feasible conditions for the corresponding rebate strategies.

4. Collaborative Rebate Strategy and Parameter Analysis

Depending on whether to provide a combination of the recycling rebate and the
trade-in rebate, the rebate strategies available to B2C platforms include the single-recycling
rebate strategy (only providing the recycling rebate through the recycling program and no
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implementation of the trade-in program), single-trade-in rebate strategy (only giving the
trade-in rebate and recycling old products at the market recovery price), dual-rebate strat-
egy (providing both the recycling rebate and the trade-in rebate), and non-rebate strategy
(providing no extra rebate and just recycling old products at the market recovery price),
represented by R, T, TR, and B, respectively.

There are three levels of recycling. The first is partial recycling. That is, some customers
choose to keep their old products in addition to those who choose either recycling or trade-
ins. The second is exactly complete recycling—that is, the customers who choose recycling
and the other customers who choose trade-ins just cover the whole group. The third is
cannibalization complete recycling. That is, all the old products are recycled at this level,
and the trade-in program cannibalizes the need of some customers who choose recycling at
the market recovery price, which enables them to sell their old products and buy upgraded
new products at the same time.

4.1. Strategy R: Single-Recycling Rebate

When the B2C platform provides the recycling rebate without considering trade-ins,
pt is meaningless, and pr > 0. At this point, customers who want to purchase new products
have their old products recycled first through the recycling program, that is, the rebate
for purchasing new products is equal to the rebate for recycling. Therefore, it is treated as
pt = pr in order to solve the model.

Proposition 1. The feasible conditions and optimal rebates for the single-recycling rebate strat-
egy are shown in Strategy R1 and Strategy R2 of Table 2, where s1 = 2pc, s2 = 2

1+θ δp,

c1 = 2p− (1 + θ − δ), c2 = 1+θ
δ s− (1 + θ − δ), and c3 = 1+θ

δ s− (1 + θ − δ)+ 2p− 2(1+θ)
δ pc.

Table 2. Optimal solutions under different strategies.

Strategy
Feasible Condition

pr pt
Recycling
Range 1

s c

R1
s1 ≤ s ≤ s2 c1 < c ≤ c3 s

2 +
δ(2p−c−1−θ+δ)

2(1+θ)
− pc - PRs > s2 c2 ≤ c ≤ c3

R2 s > s2 c1 < c < c2 δp/(1 + θ)− pc - ECR
T1 s < s1 c4 ≤ c ≤ c5 0 2(p−pc)+s−c−(1+θ−δ)

2
PR

T2
s < s1 c6 < c < c4 0 δp−(1+θ)pc

δ
ECRs ≥ s1 c6 < c < c7

T3 - c ≤ c6 0 2p−c−(1+θ)
2

CCR
TR1 s1 ≤ s ≤ s2 c2 ≤ c ≤ c1

s
2 − pc

2(p−pc)+s−c−(1+θ−δ)
2

PR

TR2
s1 ≤ s ≤ s2 c7 ≤ c < c2 1+θ−δ+c

2(1+θ)
δ− pc p− pc − (1+θ−δ)(1+θ−δ+c)

2(1+θ) ECRs > s2 c7 ≤ c ≤ c1

B
s < s1 c > c5 0 0 PRs > s1 c > c3

1 PR, ECR, and CCR mean partial recycling, exactly complete recycling, and cannibalization complete recycling, respectively, in Table 2.

Proposition 1 shows that in the case of no trade-ins, the platform is willing to provide
the recycling rebate only when the residual value of old products is higher enough and
the cost of new products is within an appropriate range. It is obviously uneconomical to
provide the recycling rebate when the residual value of old products is too low. With the
increase in the residual value, the platform’s profitability through recycling old products
rises, which becomes an impetus for increasing the quantity of recycled products by
providing additional rebates until all the old products are recycled. The recycling rebate
not only helps to increase the quantity of recycled products but also contributes to the
increased number of customers who buy upgraded products after having their old ones
recycled. If the cost of new products is relatively high, relatively low profits will not
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compensate for the expenditure on rebates for recycling; if the cost of new products is
relatively low, the increased sales volume will be very limited by providing rebates for
recycling old products. Therefore, the feasible condition for Strategy R requires the cost of
new products to be within an appropriate range.

4.2. Strategy T: Single-Trade-in Rebate

When the B2C platform implements the single-trade-in rebate strategy, pr = 0, pt > 0.
Those customers who choose not to buy new products but rather sell old ones only receive
compensation at the market recovery price.

Proposition 2. The feasible conditions and optimal rebates for the single-trade-in re-
bate strategy are shown in Strategy T1, Strategy T2, and Strategy T3 of Table 2, where
c4 = s− (1 + θ − δ) +

2(1+θ−δ)
δ pc , c5 = s + 2(p− pc) − (1 + θ − δ), c6 = 2(1+θ)

δ pc −
(1 + θ), and c7 = 2(1+θ)

δ pc − (1 + θ − δ).

Proposition 2 indicates that if the cost of new products is low enough and the unit profit
from new products is high enough, the platform is always willing to provide customers
with generous trade-in rebates no matter what the residual value of old products is when
recycling old products just at the market recovery price. That is helpful for the platform to
get more customers involved in the trade-in program, which results in complete recycling
of all the old products. In addition, it stimulates some customers who intend only to
have their old products recycled change their minds to buy new products through the
trade-in program. With the increase in the cost of new products, the platform gets less
motivated to provide trade-in rebates and chooses to give up cannibalizing the recycling
demand, and the intensity of the rebates provided makes all the old products recycled
exactly. When the cost of new products continues to grow, the profitability through trade-
ins keeps falling, and partial recycling of old products becomes a preferable choice to
the platform. The residual value of old products also has impacts on the quantity of
recycled old products through the single-trade-in rebate strategy. When the residual value
is relatively low and the cost of new products is relatively high, the platform partly recycles
old products; when the residual value is pretty high or the cost of new products is pretty
low, the platform chooses to completely recycle old products.

4.3. Strategy TR: Dual Rebate

When the B2C platform provides the recycling rebate and the trade-in rebate simulta-
neously, pt > 0, pr > 0. No matter which channel customers choose, they receive additional
rebates that are higher than the market recovery price.

Proposition 3. The feasible conditions and optimal rebates for the dual-rebate strategy are shown
in Strategy TR1 and Strategy TR2 of Table 2.

Proposition 3 shows that the platform could not only stimulate the recycling demand
through the recycling rebate, but also promote the sale of new products and increase the
quantity of recycled old products through the trade-in rebate. Under the dual-rebate strat-
egy, the residual value of old products cannot be too small, otherwise recycling old products
becomes uneconomical, and the cost of new products must be within a reasonable range
to ensure relatively high profitability from trade-ins. In addition, the trade-in program
cannot be far more dominant than the recycling program, as the platform then becomes
less motivated to implement the latter. The increasing residual value of old products and
the decreasing cost of new products both facilitate the quantity of recycled old products,
which helps with the transition from partial recycling to exactly complete recycling.
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4.4. Strategy B: Non-Rebate

When the platform does not provide additional rebates, obviously pt = 0 and pr = 0.
Customers choose recycling and trade-ins by themselves both at the market recovery price.

Proposition 4. The feasible conditions for the non-rebate strategy are shown in Strategy B
of Table 2.

Proposition 4 shows that when the cost of new products is high enough and few
profits are made from the sales of new products, the platform should refuse to provide any
additional rebates because both recycling and trade-in rebates stimulate customers to buy
new products. At this moment, the platform recycles old products in part at the market
recovery price.

The results of Propositions 1 to 4 are shown in Table 2. The expressions of the platform’s
profit functions are obtained by substituting the optimal rebates into Equations (1) and (5),
as given in the proofs of the Appendix A.

4.5. The B2C Platform’s Optimal Rebate Strategy

The optimal rebate strategy of the B2C platform can be obtained based on the conclu-
sions of Propositions 1 to 4.

Proposition 5. When the platform considers recycling and trade-ins simultaneously, the optimal
decision-making path is shown in Figure 2 according to the residual value of old products and the
cost of new products.
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Proposition 5 shows that (1) when the residual value of old products is relatively low,
the platform should choose the single-trade-in strategy. It is worth considering whether to
provide the recycling rebate or not only when the residual value of old products exceeds
a certain range, i.e., s ≥ s1. JD.com is an example. The platform requires the minimum
recovery price when offering recycling rebates. For instance, JD.com gives a rebate of CNY
40 for recycling MI 8 phones whose recovery price must be over CNY 500. The trade-
in program is more applicable than the recycling program when the residual value of
old products is relatively low because the former is profitable through both selling new
products and recycling old products. JD.com gives a rebate of CNY 50 if the market
recovery price of old phones is more than CNY 200 when customers purchase a new
Honor 30 through the trade-in program. (2) With the decrease in the cost of new products,
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the platform tends to provide the rebate for trade-ins. When the cost of new products
is very low, the platform makes fat profits through the single-trade-in rebate strategy,
which encourages more customers to buy new products. Those customers who choose
the recycling program originally at the market recovery price are even attracted to buying
new products under high trade-in rebates. With the increase in the cost of new products,
implementing recycling and trade-ins simultaneously becomes a more favorable choice
for the platform because on the one hand, the decrease in the unit profit of new products
makes it less necessary to provide an excessive rebate for trade-ins, but one the other hand,
a higher residual value of old products means higher profits to make from recycling old
products. When the cost of new products keeps rising, it is better to give up providing the
trade-in rebate and implement the single-recycling rebate strategy if the residual value of
old products is relatively high. However, if the cost of new products is very high and the
profits generated from the sales of new products that are promoted by recycling rebates
cannot cover the expenditure on the rebates, choosing not to provide any rebates at this
time becomes a better decision. In other words, the cost of new products and the residual
value of old products represent the economy of the recycling program and the trade-in
program. The platform should consider the profitability through both programs and adopt
the most favorable collaborative rebate strategy.

4.6. Parameter Analysis

Now we analyze the influences of some important parameters on the results, including
the market recovery price pc, the upgrade range of new products θ, and the durability of
old products δ, etc.

Proposition 6. (1) ∂pj
r

∂pc
< 0, ∂pj

t
∂pc

< 0, and ∂p
T3
t

∂pc
= 0, where j = {R1, R2, T1, T2, TR1, TR2}.

(2) ∂πi
∂pc

< 0 and
∂πj
∂pc

= 0, where i = {T1, T2, T3, B}, j = {R1, R2, TR1, TR2}.
(3) ∂c1

∂pc
= ∂c2

∂pc
= ∂s2

∂pc
= 0, ∂s1

∂pc
> 0, ∂c3

∂pc
< 0, ∂c4

∂pc
> 0, ∂c5

∂pc
< 0, ∂c6

∂pc
> 0, and ∂c7

∂pc
> 0.

Proposition 6 shows that the optimal rebates under all the strategies except Strategy T3
decrease whereas pc increases and that the trade-in rebate under Strategy T3 is independent
of pc. That is because it is cannibalization complete recycling under Strategy T3, where the
optimal trade-in rebate must make the WTP of the critical customer who could get equal
utility from either recycling or trade-ins less than the WTP of another critical customer
(v = pc

δ ) who chooses recycling at the market recovery price. Under the other strategies,
the platform achieves either partial recycling or exactly complete recycling, and customers’
choices are determined by the sum of the market recovery price and one of the two rebates.
The critical customer (v = pc

δ ) will not choose the trade-in program and the total amount
of money he can get in return for recycling and trade-ins is relatively stable. As a result,
the platform decreases both the recycling rebate and the trade-in rebate when the market
recovery price increases.

The platform’s profits have nothing to do with pc under the single-recycling rebate
strategy and the dual-rebate strategy. The reason lies in that the recycling rebates are
positive and the total amount of money the platform pays customers for recycling or trade-
ins is higher than the market recovery price, which means the platform could fight off the
effects of a change in the market recovery price on profits by increasing or decreasing the
rebates. But the increase in pc weakens the platform’s profitability under the non-rebate
strategy and the single-trade-in strategy. In terms of Strategy T1, the increase in pc has no
effects on the profits from trade-ins, but a low residual value of old products cannot make
up for the increase in the expenditure on recycling. Under Strategy T2, the profitability of
the trade-in program is higher than that of the recycling program due to the relatively low
cost of new products. The critical customer with WTP in pc

δ moves to the right with the
increase of pc, which leads to an increase in the relatively less profitable recycling demand.
Under Strategy T3, the increase in pc means an increase in the expenditure on trade-in
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rebates in the same quantity as recycled products even though the trade-in rebate remains
stable. Under Strategy B, the cost of new products is relatively high under its feasible
conditions and the platform’s profitability through trade-ins is relatively low. As a result,
the increase in the need for both recycling and trade-ins generated by the increase in pc is
difficult to cover the platform’s increased expenditure on the higher recovery price despite
a relatively high residual value of old products.

A change in pc has obvious influences on the feasible region of each strategy. When pc
increases, the feasible region where the platform should provide rebates shrinks considering
both the residual value of old products (s1 increases) and the cost of new products (c3
and c5 decrease) and the feasible region of Strategy B expands. Therefore, the increase
in pc narrows down the platform’s operating room for rebate strategies. Comparatively
speaking, the increase in pc has more influences on the recycling program than on the trade-
in program, such as the shrinkage of the feasible region [c1, c3] of Strategy R (including
R1, R2) and an expansion of the feasible region of Strategy T (including T2, T3), with c7
moving to the right. Furthermore, the feasible regions of Strategy T and Strategy TR,
both of which contain the trade-in program, remain unchanged when s > s1. This is
because the extra expenditure caused by the increase in the market recovery price can be
partly compensated for by the profits generated from the sales of new products.

Proposition 7. (1) ∂pi
r

∂θ < 0, ∂p
TR1
r
∂θ = 0, and ∂pj

t
∂θ < 0, where i = {R1, R2, TR2} and

j = {T1, T2, T3, TR1, TR2}.

(2) ∂p
R1
r

∂δ > 0 (c < c1 + δ), ∂p
R1
r

∂δ < 0(c > c1 + δ), ∂p
TR1
r
∂δ = 0, ∂pi

r
∂δ > 0, ∂p

T3
t

∂δ = 0, and ∂pj
t

∂δ > 0,
where i = {R2, TR2} and j = {T1, T2, TR1, TR2}.

Proposition 7 shows that the increased upgrade range of new products leads to a
decrease in all optimal trade-in rebates because customers lower their requirements for
trade-in rebates since they can get higher-quality new products, and the platform’s prof-
itability through trade-ins improves. The optimal recycling rebate of the single-recycling
strategy and the recycling rebate of Strategy TR2 also decrease monotonically with respect
to θ. The former is because the recycling rebate is actually tantamount to the trade-in
rebate for the single-recycling rebate strategy, and the latter is because the recycling rebate
decreases with the decrease in the trade-in rebate of Strategy TR2. The recycling rebate of
Strategy TR1 is not related to θ because there are still some customers who keep using their
old products under both rebates.

The impact of the durability of old products is relatively complicated. The increase in
durability makes customers less willing to participate in recycling and trade-ins, so gener-
ally the platform should offer higher rebates. However, whether to increase or decrease the
rebate of Strategy R1 depends on the cost of new products, i.e., the profitability of trade-ins,
because customers get the same amount of recycling rebate whether they choose recycling
or trade-ins. The recycling rebate of Strategy TR1 is not related to δ, because the sum of
the recycling rebate and the market recovery price is equivalent to the optimal recovery
price without any constraints and the optimal rebate depends on the residual value of old
products. However, the quantity of recycled old products s

2δ drops with the increase in δ.
The trade-in rebate of Strategy T3 is also not subject to δ for the same reason mentioned in

the explanation for ∂p
T3
t

∂pc
= 0 in Proposition 6, so we do not repeat it here.

To some extent, the change in the durability of old products reflects the change in
the value of products during the whole life cycle. Generally speaking, the value of old
products gets lower with the extension of time and the corresponding δ becomes lower.
Therefore, we can conclude from Proposition 7 that B2C platforms should provide higher
rebate prices so as to encourage those customers holding old products that are in the
early life cycle to participate in recycling or trade-ins and that a higher recovery value
of those old products makes the collaborative rebate strategy more applicable. However,
customers have a stronger willingness to sell their old products that are in the late life cycle
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and the recovery value of those products is relatively low. Therefore the platforms just
need to offer lower rebates or probably give up one of the two rebates. That is, the single
rebate strategies become more applicable. In reality, considering the product life cycle,
enterprises should make reasonable arrangements for the upgrading of products and pay
attention to the collaboration of recycling and trade-ins in addition to the initial product
design, so that they can strike a balance between meeting customers’ needs and increasing
their profits.

5. Extended Discussion

5.1. When pc ≥ δp
1+θ

The results in Section 4 are based on pc < δp
1+θ . When pc ≥ δp

1+θ , a relatively high
market recovery price enables the platform to recycle all the old products without any
additional rebates provided. Similar to Lemma 1, the platform could change the ratio
of those customers who choose recycling to the other customers who choose trade-ins
through the trade-in rebate without offering any rebate for recycling, that is, pr = 0. As far
as customers are concerned, those customers with WTP in [0, vtr] choose recycling whereas
the other customers with WTP in [vtr, 1] choose trade-ins, where vtr =

p−pt
1+θ . The platform

just needs to decide the optimal trade-in rebate to maximize its profits.

π = (p− c + s− pc − pt)(1− vtr) + (s− pc)vtr (8)

s.t. pt ≥ 0 (9)

Constraint (9) shows that there are only two rebate strategies applicable now. The
platform offers trade-in rebates when pt > 0, but does not provide any rebates when the
equal sign is taken.

Proposition 8. When c ≤ c8, pt = 2p−c−(1+θ)
2 , i.e., Strategy T3 applies and cannibalization

complete recycling is achieved. When c > c8, no additional rebates are necessary, i.e., Strategy B
applies, where c8 = 2p− (1 + θ). The platform’s decisions are shown in Figure 3.

Proposition 8 shows that when the market recovery price is high enough, the platform
is able to recycle all the old products despite no additional rebates offered and that the
WTP of critical customers between choosing to recycle alone and choosing to buy new
products after recycling is not subject to the market recovery price (vtr =

p−pt
1+θ ). The set of

the platform’s strategies is narrowed down to the decision of whether or not to provide
the trade-in rebate. When the cost of new products is relatively low, the unit profit from
selling new products becomes relatively high and it is more beneficial for the platform to
include those customers whose original choice is just recycling old products by offering the
trade-in rebate. When the cost of new products is relatively high, then it is wiser to give up
the trade-in rebate.
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1+θ .

5.2. When pc = 0

When pc = 0, the B2C platform no longer needs to decide on additional rebates for
recycling and trade-ins based on the market recovery price. Instead, the platform decides
whether to implement the recycling program and the trade-in program. At this time,
Strategy R and Strategy T refer to the implementation of the recycling program and the
trade-in program separately. Strategy TR stands for simultaneous implementation of both
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programs, and Strategy B is abandoning both programs. Substituting pc = 0 into the above
results, we arrive at the platform’s decisions as shown in Figure 4.
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From Figure 4, we know that when capable of implementing both the recycling
program and the trade-in program, the platform considers the trade-in program alone
only when the residual value of old products is negative (s < s1 = 0) and the positive
profits from selling new products allow the platform to bear the loss from recycling
old products in the trade-in process. Otherwise, the platform should implement the
recycling program unless the cost of new products is too high. If the residual value of old
products is non-negative and the cost of new products is relatively low, implementing both
programs simultaneously is the optimal strategy. The platform can theoretically abandon
both programs, but choosing either one alone or two at the same time is a dominant
strategy in most cases because the critical costs c3

∣∣∣pc=0 = 2p + 1+θ
δ s− (1 + θ − δ) and

c5
∣∣pc=0 = 2p + s− (1 + θ − δ) are very large, which corresponds with the raging practice

of both programs on JD.com and Suning.com. Our finding is also similar to the conclusions
Xiao and Zhou [1] drew through numerical experiments. The difference lies in that their
paper considered that the implementation of both programs simultaneously is always a
dominant strategy whereas our paper gives the feasible conditions for the four strategies
through model deduction.

The question now is whether the platform should choose to cooperate with profes-
sional recycling companies instead of implementing the recycling program and the trade-in
program independently. We found from Proposition 6 that the market recover price pc has
no negative effects on the profits of different strategies. Does that mean that the strategic
cooperation between the platform and recycling companies is of no importance? In fact,
in our model we do not consider the comparative advantages of professional recycling
companies compared to the platform in the cost incurred during the recycling process. Pro-
fessional recycling companies have more specialized equipment and experienced staff with
lower costs of evaluating and testing old products as well as logistics costs. Under such a
partnership, the platform loses part of its pricing power, which may lead to partial loss of
profits. However, the platform could save a lot of operating costs, and increase its profits
as much as possible through collaboration of the recycling rebate and the trade-in rebate.
Overall, the advantages of cooperation outweigh the disadvantages. that is why JD.com
and Suning.com choose to cooperate with professional recycling companies.
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5.3. The Influences of Cross-Selling

In the above discussion, the platform pays customers in cash for the market recovery
price and the recycling rebate during the recycling program, and customers just pay the
price spread between the price of new products and the sum of the market recovery price
and the trade-in rebate during the trade-in program. In practice, the process of recycling
and trade-ins is varied on B2C platforms. For example, another common process of trade-
ins is like this: Customers make full payments first for new products after old products
are tested online and given a recovery price, and receive the rebate after the recycling of
old products is completed. That is the case with the trade-in program on JD.com for the
new Huawei P40. What is more, the money of the market recovery price for recycled old
products and additional rebates are released to customers’ accounts on the platform in
the trade-in program, which is the same as the payment method in the recycling program.
Customers can either withdraw this sum of money to their own bank cards or use the
money for purchasing something again on the platform, which is the cross-selling for the
platform if they make the second choice. The platform often pays customers the money
of the market recovery price in cash and offers them additional rebates in the form of gift
cards that can only be used on the platform such as JD E-cards or Suning cards to encourage
customers’ further consumption. This indicates that the platform is able to make more
money through cross-selling in the process of recycling and trade-ins, which makes the
value of old products greater than the actual residual value.

The existence of cross-selling indeed stands for the increase in the residual value of
old products for the platform, so we assume that the value of old products is ks, and k > 1.
The parameter k stands for the platform’s profitability from cross-selling, which, to some
extent, represents the stickiness of the platform or customers’ continuous willingness to
purchase on the platform. By substituting ks for s in the aforementioned results, we can get
optimal rebates and feasible conditions for different strategies considering the influence

of cross-selling. Obviously, ∂p
R1
r

∂k > 0, ∂p
T1
t

∂k > 0, ∂p
TR1
r
∂k > 0, ∂p

TR1
t
∂k > 0, and ∂pR2

r
∂k =

∂pT2
t

∂k =

∂p
T3
t

∂k = ∂pTR2
r
∂k =

∂pTR2
t
∂k = 0. That is, when it comes to partial recycling, the existence of

cross-selling facilitates the platform’s willingness to offer higher rebates, including the
recycling rebate and the trade-in rebate, which helps to improve the number of recycled old
products and obtain greater profits. When it comes to complete recycling, cross-selling has
no effects on those rebates, and the platform’s profits rise due to the increase in the unit old
product value.

Moreover, when the residual value of old products is relatively low, the existence of
cross-selling makes it possible that the value of old products exceeds the critical point of
the residual value s1, causing the collaboration of the recycling rebate and the trade-in
rebate to be more important. From ∂c2

∂k > 0, ∂c3
∂k > 0, ∂c4

∂k > 0, and ∂c5
∂k > 0, we know that the

respective boundary of the feasible intervals of the new product cost for Strategies R1, T1,
and TR1 moves to the right, the feasible space of the non-rebate strategy is compressed,
and the feasible interval of Strategy TR2 is expanded. As a consequence, the platform tends
to raise rebates so as to recycle more old products.

In one word, the profits from cross-selling promote the B2C platform’s implementation
of the collaborative rebate strategy. On the one hand, the operation of the recycling program
and the trade-in program provides customers with an opportunity for continuous con-
sumption and improves the consumption stickiness. On the other hand, the platform tries
its best to offer customers richer categories and better-quality service aside from mandatory
gift cards so that more customers are willing to use their rebates for another purchase on
the platform, which certainly will enjoy an increase in profits from both programs.

6. Conclusions

The popularity of smartphones and the development of e-commerce facilitate the
rapid growth of platform-oriented enterprises, and customers are getting more used
to buying new products and having old products recycled on the platforms. Besides,
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huge investments, professional requirements, and the complicated process of recycling
old products enable the platforms to be open to cooperation with professional recycling
companies. Under such a realistic background, we studied the optimal collaborative rebate
strategy based on the exogenous market recovery price and gave the optimal rebates and
feasible conditions for the single-recycling rebate strategy, single-trade-in rebate strategy,
dual-rebate strategy, and non-rebate strategy.

The results show that when the residual value of old products is relatively low,
or when the residual value of old products is relatively high but the cost of new products
is relatively low, the single-trade-in strategy is dominant; when the residual value of old
products is relatively high and the cost of new products is moderate, the dual-rebate
strategy is dominant; when both the residual value of old products and the cost of new
products are relatively high, the single-recycling rebate strategy is dominant; when the
cost of new products is extremely high, the non-rebate strategy is dominant. Furthermore,
with the increase in the residual value of old products and the decrease in the cost of new
products, the total quantity of old products recycled rises. As a result, partial recycling is
in transition to exactly complete recycling and even to cannibalization complete recycling.

Now we remark on the contribution of this paper. Theoretically, we considered the
operational characteristics of the recycling and trade-in programs on B2C platforms, in-
cluding the rebates based on the exogenous market recycling price of old products and
cross-selling as well, and built a decision-making model for maximizing the platforms’
profits under the collaboration of the two programs. Through strict theoretical deriva-
tion, we finally obtained the optimal prices and feasible conditions of the four possible
rebate strategies. However, the existing literature rarely includes recycling and trade-ins
at the same time. Although Xiao and Zhou [1] considered both programs, they did not
make a strict theoretical comparison about the differences between implementing one
single program and two programs or about their applicable situations. According to
their study, the pricing decision is limited to the default situation where two programs
are implemented simultaneously. What is more, they drew a single conclusion through
numerical experiments that enterprises should always implement two programs simulta-
neously. The model and conclusions of our paper are to enrich the current research results.
Furthermore, the conclusion of our paper provides practical reference for B2C platforms
that consider recycling and trade-ins simultaneously. The platforms should take into full
consideration the market recovery price, the residual value and the durability of old prod-
ucts, and the cost, price, and upgrade range of new products, along with the cross-selling
phenomenon. Proper rebates should be offered by the platforms to better coordinate the
recycling program and the trade-in program, which help to generate greater profits.

Based on our paper, further study can be conducted from the following aspects.
We only considered the consumer group that holds old products and excluded newly
arrived customers, so we did not discuss the pricing decision of new products. The price of
new products is a decision variable for B2C platforms owned by some large manufacturers
such as Huawei, Xiaomi, and Gree. At this time, the collaborative rebate strategy for
recycling and trade-ins might change. In addition, we focused on the optimization of the
rebate strategies of B2C platforms with an aim of maximizing the platforms’ profits, but
did not consider the environmental benefits of those strategies. That is worth conducting
further study on in the future because environmental benefits might limit the platforms’
choices of strategies. Another significant direction to consider is the competition between
different platforms.
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Appendix A

Proof of Lemma 1. When pc < δp
1+θ and vr > vt, customers choose either trade-ins or

recycling. Under the equilibrium state, it is obviously uneconomical for the platform
to offer higher recycling rebates and trade-in rebates to break the critical customer’s
equilibrium if their WTP is larger than pc

δ . It is cost-optimal to make vr = vt under rebate
strategies, which is contradictory to vr > vt. Therefore, the WTP of the critical customer is
not higher than pc

δ when vr > vt, where pc
δ is the strongest WTP of those customers who

still choose the recycling program at the market recovery price. Under the situation vr > vt,
the WTP of the customers who choose the recycling program is weaker than pc

δ , so it is
unnecessary for the platform to offer additional recycling rebates, i.e., pr = 0. �

Proof of Propositions 1 to 4. When pc <
δp

1+θ , we should solve the problem of Equation (1)
if vr ≤ vt.

The Hessian matrix is H1 =

[ −2
1+θ−δ 0

0 −2
δ

]
. The determinant is |H1| > 0 and

−2
1+θ−δ < 0, so the platform’s optimization problem is a concave programming problem.

The Lagrangian function is defined as L = π + λ1 pr + λ2(pt − pr) + λ3

(
p−pc−pt
1+θ−δ −

pc+pr
δ

)
.

(1) When λ2 6= 0 and λ1 = λ3 = 0, the KKT conditions are solved and the optimal
solution is obtained: pR1

r = s
2 + δ(2p−c−1−θ+δ)

2(1+θ)
− pc. We named it Strategy R1 of the single-

recycling rebate strategy, and partial recycling is achieved. From pr ≥ 0 we get c ≤ c3,
from vr ≤ vt we get c ≥ c2, and from λ2 = 1+c−δ−2p+θ

1+θ > 0 we get c > c1. When

c3 − c1 = 1+θ
δ s− 2(1+θ)

δ pc ≥ 0, s ≥ s1; when c2 − c1 = 1+θ
δ s− 2p ≥ 0, s ≥ s2. Therefore,

the feasible conditions for Strategy R1 are s1 ≤ s ≤ s2, c1 < c ≤ c3, s > s2, and c2 ≤ c ≤ c3.

πR1 =

c2δ2 + δ4 + 2δ3(−1 + 2p− θ) + s2(1 + θ)2 + 2δ(1 + θ)
(
−2p2 + (2p + s)(1 + θ)

)
+ δ2(4p2 − 8p(1 + θ)− (−1 + 2s− θ)(1 + θ)

)
−2cδ

(
δ2 + 2δp− 3δ(1 + θ) + (1 + θ)(2− 2p + s + 2θ)

)
4δ(1 + θ)(1 + θ − δ)

(2) When λ2 6= 0, λ3 6= 0, and λ1 = 0, the optimal solution is pR2
r = δp

1+θ − pc.
We named it Strategy R2 of the single-recycling rebate strategy and exactly complete

recycling is achieved. From λ3 = δ2+s(1+θ)−δ(1+c+θ)
δ(1+θ)

> 0 we get c < c2 and from

λ2 = 1+θ−δ−2p+c
1+θ > 0 we get c > c1. Therefore, the feasible conditions for Strategy R2

are s > s2 and c1 < c < c2.

πR2 =
(1 + θ)(p + s− c)− p(p + δ− c)

1 + θ

(3) When λ1 6= 0 and λ2 = λ3 = 0, the optimal solutions are pT1
r = 0 and pT1

t =
2(p−pc)+s−c−(1+θ−δ)

2 . We named it Strategy of the single-trade-in rebate strategy and partial
recycling is achieved. From pt ≥ 0 we get c ≤ c5, from vr ≤ vt we get c ≥ c4, and from
λ1 = − s−2pc

δ > 0 we get s < s1. In addition, c5 − c4 = 2p− 2pc
1+θ

δ > 0 is always true.
Therefore, Strategy T1 is feasible when s < s1 and c4 ≤ c ≤ c5.

πT1 =
(1 + θ − δ + s− c)2

4(1 + θ − δ)
+

pc(s− pc)

δ
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(4) When λ1 6= 0, λ3 6= 0, and λ2 = 0, the optimal solutions are t pT2
r = 0 and

pT2
t = δp−(1+θ)pc

δ . We named it Strategy T2 of the single-trade-in rebate strategy and exactly

complete recycling is achieved. From λ3 = δ2+2pc(1+θ)−δ(1+c+2pc−s+θ)
δ2 > 0 we get c < c4,

from λ1 = δ2+2pc(1+θ)−δ(1+c+θ)
δ2 > 0 we get c < c7, and when c4 − c7 = s− 2pc ≥ 0, s ≥ s1.

Therefore, the feasible conditions for Strategy T2 are s < s1, c < c4, s ≥ s1, and c < c7.

πT2 =
cδ(−δ + pc) + δ2(−pc + s) + δpc(1 + θ)− pc

2(1 + θ)

δ2

(5) When λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = 0, the optimal solutions are pTR1
r = s−2pc

2 and pTR1
t =

2(p−pc)+s−c−(1+θ−δ)
2 . We named it Strategy TR1 of the dual-rebate strategy and partial

recycling is achieved. From pr ≥ 0 we get s ≥ s1, from pt ≥ pr we get c ≤ c1, and from
vr ≤ vt we get c ≥ c2. When c2 − c1 = 1+θ

δ s − 2p ≥ 0, s ≥ s2. Therefore, the feasible
conditions for Strategy TR1 are s1 ≤ s ≤ s2 and c2 ≤ c ≤ c1.

πTR1 =
(1 + θ − δ + s− c)2

4(1 + θ − δ)
+

s2

4δ

(6) When λ3 6= 0 and λ1 = λ2 = 0, the optimal solutions are pTR2
r = (1+θ−δ)+c

2(1+θ)
δ− pc

and pTR2
t = 2(1+θ)(p−pc)−(1+θ−δ)c−(1+θ−δ)2

2(1+θ)
. We named it Strategy TR2 of the dual-rebate

strategy and exactly complete recycling is achieved. From pr ≥ 0 we get c ≥ c7, from

pt ≥ pr we get c ≤ c1, and from λ3 = δ2+s(1+θ)−δ(1+c+θ)
δ(1+θ)

> 0 we get c < c2. When

c2 − c1 = 1+θ
δ s − 2p ≥ 0, s ≥ s2; c1 − c7 = 2p − 2(1+θ)

δ pc > 0 is always true; when

c2 − c7 = 1+θ
δ s− 2(1+θ)

δ pc ≥ 0, s ≥ s1. Therefore the feasible conditions for Strategy TR2
are s1 ≤ s ≤ s2, c7 ≤ c < c2, s > s2, and c7 ≤ c ≤ c1.

πTR2 =
c2 + δ2 − 2δ(1 + θ)− 2c(1 + δ + θ) + (1 + θ)(1 + 4s + θ)

4(1 + θ)

(7) When λ1 6= 0, λ2 6= 0, and λ3 6= 0, there is no solution.
(8) When λ1 6= 0, λ2 6= 0, and λ3 = 0, pB

r = 0 and pB
t = 0, obviously. We named

it Strategy B or the non-rebate strategy, and partial recycling is achieved. From λ2 =
1+c−δ−2p+2pc−s+θ

1+θ−δ > 0 we get c > c5 and from λ1 = −δ2+(2pc−s)(1+θ)+δ(1+c−2p+θ)
δ(1+θ−δ) > 0 we

get c > c3; when c3 − c5= 1+θ−δ
δ s− 1+θ−δ

δ 2pc ≥ 0, s ≥ s1. Therefore, the feasible conditions
for Strategy B are s ≥ s1 and c > c3, and s < s1 and c > c5.

πB = (p− pc + s− c)
(

1− p− pc

1 + θ − δ

)
+ (s− pc)

pc

δ

When pc <
δp

1+θ , we should solve the problem of Equation (5) if vr > vt.
Obviously, the profit function is concave. We defined the Lagrangian function as

L = π + λ
(

p−pc−pt
1+θ−δ −

pc
δ

)
.

(1) When λ = 0 we get the optimal solutions: pT3
r = 0, and pT2

t = δp−(1+θ)pc
δ . We called

it Strategy T3 of the single-trade-in rebate strategy, and cannibalization complete recycling
is achieved. From vr ≥ vt we get c ≤ c6, which is the feasible condition for Strategy T3.

πT3 =
1
4

(
1− 2c− 4pc + 4s + θ +

c2

1 + θ

)
(2) When λ 6= 0 we get the optimal solutions: pT2

r = 0 and pT2
t = δp−(1+θ)pc

δ . Obviously,

it is Strategy T2 of the single-trade-in rebate strategy. From λ = (1−d+θ)(−2pc(1+θ)+δ(1+c+θ))
δ(1+θ)

> 0
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we get c > c6. By combining the above result (4) when vr ≤ vt, both c4− c6 = s+ δ− 2pc > 0
and c7 − c6 = δ > 0 are true. Therefore, the whole feasible conditions for Strategy T2 are
s < s1 and c6 < c < c4, and s ≥ s1 and c6 < c < c7. �

Proof of Proposition 5. It can be proved easily with a combination of the respective feasible
conditions for the strategies in Propositions 1 to 4. �

Proof of Proposition 6 and 7. We can calculate the derivatives of the optimal solutions
above with respect to pc, θ, and δ. The calculation is simple so we omitted it. �

Proof of Proposition 8. When pc ≥ δp
1+θ , we should solve the problem of Equation (8).

Obviously, the profit function is concave. The Lagrangian function is L = π + λpt.
(1) When λ = 0, the optimal solution is pT3

t = 2p−c−(1+θ)
2 . We get Strategy T3

of the single-trade-in rebate strategy. From pt ≥ 0, we get the feasible condition for
this strategy: c ≤ c8.

πT3 =
1
4

(
1− 2c− 4pc + 4s + θ +

c2

1 + θ

)
(2) When λ1 6= 0 and pB

t = 0, the non-rebate strategy is optimal. From λ1 = 1+c−2p+θ
1+θ > 0.

we get c > c8.

πB = (p− c)
(

1− p
1 + θ

)
+ s− pc

�
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